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This paper arose out of a joint session of the Expert Ccmnnittees 

on Fann Management am on Marketi.nj am Trade held in ottawa, December 

8, 1985. '!hat joint meeti.nj dele;fcited four corm:nittee members to 

prepare a paper for presentation to our peers; it was hoped that the 

paper could be presented at the CAEFMS annual meeting and that 

obj ecti ve has been achieved. 

The authors hope that the paper provides enough substance to 

initiate on;oing discussion am further literature developnvmt in this 

area because we view it as an :i:mportant professional challenge. 

We hope readers will provide COl111'OOI1ts am criticisms on this draft 

which we can consider for the final draft am for subsequent written 

efforts . 

In this regard, the senior author would like to offer a partial 

disclairoor on behalf of his ~ignated . co-authors. Although we 

iterated twice in draftin;J, this delivery draft has not been seriously 

reviewed by the other authors. As a consequence, same changes in 

fonnat or substance may be required to achieve full consensus among 

the four authors. Somewhat better ''management'' of our scarce time 

resource could have provided a lOOre ''marketable'' product-but such is 

the realm of the lOOdem agricultural econarnist! 

'!he authors join in their thanks to the Expert Ccmnnittees and the 

CAEFMS for provic:linJ the opportunity to prepare am present this 

paper • 
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• Introduction 

Farm manageIOOI1t ecxmamics ani marketing economics are two of the 

original areas of the trade we call "agricultural economics." '!hey, 

alDng' with ''policy'' or political economics, canprise the bulk of what 

agricultural economists have done in the past, ani likely ~rise the 

bulk of what we do today despite the out:grc::Mth of new ani diversified 

interests within the profession. 

The issue, or problem, which this paper addresses has to do with 

the tradition of viewing ani treating farm management ani marketing as 

separate subdisciplines of agricultural econc:nnics. '!his separation 

has been maintained in both the conceptual ani functional senses. 

Jooging by the literature ani teaching, this separation appears to be 

as typical of the profession in the u. s. as it is in canada. We 

• think, ani the Expert Committees tero. to agree, that this represents a 

problem of our discipline which deserves addressing. 

• 

An iIrportant cause of the separation has been the na.rrcM 

definition given to "agricultural marketing." The saIOO, however, can 

be said of definitions of, ani practices within, farm manageIOOI1t-the 

problem is one of missing same furrlamenta1. linkages within our overall 

profession. '!here are signs that this problem is being recx:>gnized ani 

bits of literature are beginning to deal with it. However, there is a 

real ani immediate need to provide a conceptual framework for analysis 

ani to begin developing a literature base for integrating farm 

manageIOOI1t ani marketing within agricultural economics. '!his paper 

offers a :franv?wurk ani same analysis t.c1.vards that objective ani is 
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offered as a target for further discussion of the problem (presuming 

the problem is real). 

Purpose of the Paper 

within the stated general purpose of attemptirxJ to generate 

further discussion on the separation of fann management arrl marketing 

within agricultural economics, we have two specific operational 

objectives. '!he first is to establish the rationale, arrl provide a 

conceptual basis, for bridgirxJ the discipl:ina1:y gap which we claim 

exists between traditional farm management arrl marketirxJ. '!he secorrl 

obj ecti ve is to enhance, at the research, teachirxJ arrl extension 

levels, the coordination arrl integration of marketirxJ infonnation arrl 

concepts into farm management. '!he first objective attempts to 

establish arrl IOC>re clearly define the problem; the secorrl objective 

attempts to do SOJrethirxJ about it. 

'!he furrlamental. prop:>sition aroorxl which this paper is developed 

is that when the ecx:momic world is viewed. from the starrlpoint of the 

fann business arrl fam management decision making-that is, the 

subj ect matter of farm management ecanc::anics-that marketing is an 

essential arrl furrlamental. cx::!IT!pOnent of fam management. '!his is not 

to say that all ''marketing', as conceptualized or practised within 

agricultural economics is part of fann management or that all 

marketirxJ economists will some.hc:M contribute to fann management theory 

am practice. But, it is to say that for all aspects of fann 

management decision maki.rq, there is an i.npJrtant marketirxJ component 

which cannot be aJ:bitrarily ignored or overlooked. More ilnportantly, 

it is to say that there is a fundamental. conceptual basis for 
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treating parts of aqricul tural marketing as a comoonent of fann 

management instead of separatirq the two. While we are tenpt:ed to 

abseJ:ve that this is merely citirq the obvious, it is not at all 

obvious when judged by what comprises our literature, our research, 

our teaching, ani Weed rur professional miIrlsets. In an ilnportant 

sense, the proposition only describes what most business 

administration marketi.rq courses have taught for years. 1 On the other 

harxi, farm manageIOOnt texts, ani lWSt agricultural marketirq texts, do 

not recognize the relationship. 

'!his proposition, if valid, has ilnportant ilnplications for several 

aspects of our professional activities-it lIDJSt surely irrlicate change 

in some of what we are doi.rq in farm managezoont as well as in the 

subj ect matter of marketirq • Importantly, if we can successfully 

bridge the gap, we will significantly increase our contribution to 

fann managers decision making ani, therefore, increase our-value ani 

relevance as a profession. 

A Conventional Model of 
PaTIn Management 

We have summarized; ani oor perception of the current notion of 

fann management in Figure 1. Naturally, arrj silrtplified generalization 

will have deficiencies but this Irodel corweys several characteristics 

of the discipline which we believe are valid. 

- 'ntis concept of farm managezoont ilrtplies a set of discrete 
c:arrpanents that may be interrelated, but do not adequately 
reflect the process of decision making. 

lef. E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing: A Managerial Approach, 
Richard D. Inlin, Inc., Fourth Edition, 1971. 
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Figura 1 

Generalization of the CUrrent SUbject Matter of 
Fann Management 

• 

I~m ~m;l < > IPLWuctionl < > IF~iall < > [Is3al1 
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What, How arrl How Much 
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Increasirq Efficiency 
Technology Transfer 

credit 
cash Flow 
Liquidity 
Financial Management 
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Fann Organization 
Transfer arrl Estates 
Liability 
Taxation 
Contracts 



• - Production appears to be the cornerstone of fann management 
with the records, financial arrl legal functions facilitat~ or 
support.inJ the production activity. 

- '!he rodel excludes marketfrg. 

It is, of CXJUrSe, this latter exclusion which is the pm:pose of 

this paper since our proposition is that Figure 1 ought to include a 

box for marke~. art, our proposition exterrls beyorrl the simple 

iroposition of a market~ c::x::mp:ment into the schema-it has to do with 

the process of decision making (as opposed to the event) arrl, 

therefore, challenges the inplied linearity of the relationship 

depicted in the rodel. In order to atteIrpt to develop this notion arrl 

satisfy the requirements of our first specific objective, the next 

section pw:ports to provide a set of conceptual arguments for revising 

Figure 1 to reflect both the role of marketing am the process of 

• decision making. 

• 

Elements of a COnceptual Framework 

OUr first step in building a conceptual argtII'OO!lt for directly 

linking fann management arrl marke~ arises from basic economic 

theory. Management decisions are taken within the economic frcnrework 

of input markets, production arrl product markets. Management is the 

process~ of infonnation arrl combining of resources to satisfy 

management objectives (for simplification, profit maximization). The 

basic management rules for the firm (optimization according to 

marginal ism) presurre a high level of knowledge on input prices, 

product prices arrl inplt-output relationships, i. e., if 

Xi, Xj are inputs, Pxi' Pxj i.np.rt prices 

Y i, Yj are products, Pyi' Pyi product prices 
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then, 

MVPxi = MVPxj 

MRSxi, xj = Pxj/Pxi 

MPyi = MPyj 

where MR is ( or involves) Pyi am Pyj 

Conceptually, we think our argurrent could stop at this point 

because obviously at least marketin;J (input am output) infonnation is 

required to be able to use the optimization rules, Le., to manage. 

Applyin;J this argurrent to the fann finn makes it clear that fann 

managercent am marketin;J are related. Hovrever, it is instructive to 

push this line of argurrent further. 

Examine the quality of the assumption of perfect infonnation in 

each of the three sets of optimizin;J corrlitions. In practical tenus, 

the assumption of known input-outp.rt: relationships is at least 

manageable, if not valid. 'Ihis is so because it deperrls mainly on 

micro am managed. variables (except weather). As weil, we have 

support systems which produce infonnation am reduce the ilnpact of 

production variation-record keepi.n;J, irrigation am insurance within 

the finn; am research am extension activities outside the finn (on 

varieties, fertilizer response, growth rates, etc.). '!he intention is 

not to reduce the significance of uncontrolled. variation in input

output relationships but they can be am are harrlled.. similarly, 

krlowlErlge related to the input market will ordinarily be high quality. 

Information on input prices are likely the lWSt complete of all 

infonnation, with minor exceptions. 
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'!he weakest c:x::mp:ment of the information set for the fann finn 

must be on the product market side. '!his is true for a variety of 

reasons-lagged production, the l~ of the production period, 

complexity of product markets, institutional factors, etc.-an:l this 

deficiency of information is critical because it urrlerlines the entire 

set of optilnization rules. Clearly, the need to krlow, or to estilnate, 

input an:l product prices provides a sinlple but basic irx:lication of the 

relationship between marketing am fann manageroont. 

A secom, conceptual issue arises from the above argrnnent

information generation. Figure 1 irx:licates the major source of 

information generation to be at the record keepingJaccounting level. 

'Ihis micro information is inlportant am necessary, but not sufficient. 

Another fonn of information generation has been public am private 

efforts at market information generation am distribution. For 

example, the official p.lblic sources of statistics canada, Agrio.J.lture 

canada, provincial sources, outlook papers, print am electronic 

media. But, these latter information sources are all macro data, an:l 

even though they are essential to the process, they are also not 

necessarily sufficient for the manageroont decision process. 'Ihe gap 

between micro information am information needs, am macro information 

availability is wide, am probably urrlefined for inlportant areas of 

agricultural economic activity. 

rnrls problem is pe:rhaps IIDSt acute for those of us dealin;r 

directly with fanners in the teachi.n:J an:l extension roles, as well as 

in the applied research roles. Of course, one of the IIDSt furrlarnental 

information voids in this context is-what will price be when I sell 

7 



• rrry product, Le., what product price(s) is (are) plugged :into the 

optimization rules. rrhis is a question of assessi.rq both price levels 

an:i price relatives. '!he lack of hard infonnation on this (extremely 

tough) question has, over tilte, produced a mnnber of silIlple rules by 

economists an:i fanners alike for forecasting. One of these is to use 

last year's (or current) price as the best estimate of tomorrow's 

corrlitions-the origins of a cobweb cycle. Another is to use same 

historical combination of prices as irrlicative of what the future may 

hold. '!he point is that these rules of thumb may have little or 

not:hi.nJ to do with where prices will be when production is achieved, 

even though they may be available, hard rnnnbers. Decision makers need 

this infonnation: our theory, research an:i extension nrust be m::>re 

finely tuned to these needs. '!he need which is identified derives 

• from ilIlproved infonnation on product markets-marketing is part of 

fann management. 

• 

Taking the market price argtIIn9nt one step further, it has to be 

recognized that general (macro) price infonnation, whatever its 

quality, is still only part of the picture at the micro level. Macro 

prices are irrlicative of general transactions, generalized quality, 

a.rrl (often) centralized locations. Irrlividual fanners, or groups of 

fanners, through their own efforts can organize their affairs (i.e., 

manage) to alter the market outcoIre which they achieve within the 

generalized market environment. In other words, micro prices may be 

different fram macro prices. 

Managers can organize their affairs so as to urrlertake pricing 

arrangements directed towards: 
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1. improving price level relative to the general level; 

2. :iInproving tenns or corrlitions of sale relative to general 

corxlitions; or 

3. decreasing risk relative to general risk characteristics. 

It nrust also be recognized, however, that managemant decisions may 

fail relative to these favourable outcomes arx:l results may be worse 

than general con:litions (arx:l worse than forecast corrlitions). But, 

what this says is that managemant encampasses marketing strategies, 

which may prcx:iuce or are accampanied by another set of managerrent 

risks. 

Combining the major points made so far, what this says is that it 

is possible by appropriate marketing strategies (exanple, futures 

markets or fol:Ward contracting) to know the product (arrl/or input) 

price which is used to optilnize resource combinations, arx:l to execute 

the managemant function consistent with the assumption of perfect 

infonnation, (Le., the textbook case). Hc1Never, this process 

requires that marketing decisions arx:l ~emant be carmnitted prior 

to (or sinrultaneous with) the decision to produce. Consequently, we 

conclude not only that marketing is part of fann managemant but that 

marketing decisions can frequently precede production decisions. In 

this extreme case, we have one form of risk free decision maki.rg, 

recognizing of course that this process of avoiciirxJ price risk may 

produce other risks. In the same context, in order to support other 

aspects of management (cash flow, taxes) marketing may continue long 

after the product is sold or delivered (cash-to-futures rollover, 

futures rollover, deferred payment) • 
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• '!he next argument is based on the traditional notions of marketing 

as they have appeared in the literature. Generally, agricultural 

marketinJ has been urrlerstood (ani taught) to involve those economic 

activities which are perfoI:Ired to farm production in order to create 

the tilne, place ani form utility dernarrled by domestic consumers or 

export buyers. Variations of the definition include issues such as 

how to define "agriculture," is food marketinJ different from 

agricultural marketinJ, ani whether the functional, institutional or 

systems approach is IroSt appropriate. But, traditional aqricul tural 

marketing, ani IroSt of the textbooks which present the subj ect matter, 

exclude fanners because it starts at the point of fanoor sale. It 

also precludes the possibility of marketinJ decisions influencing 

production decisions. Traditional agricultural marketinJ has nothing 

• directly to do with fanners in an active, management sense except for 

theoretical incursions into futures markets, marketinJ boards, etc. 

unfortunately, \fJe have not recognize1 this problem until recently ani 

then only iInplicitly in the IroSt recent texts. Most agricultural 

econarnists appear to have happily aCCClIl1lOCldated this absurdity in their 

teaching, research ani extension despite the fact that canunercial 

fanners have been practising marketinJ ani farm management this way 

for sarre tilne. Contrast this perspective of marketing with that in 

• 

any business school. 

Finally, having criticize1 the farm management ani marketing 

literature for its claimed omissions, let us recognize that a recent 

(1984) farm management text (Boehlje ani Eidrnan) does introduce 

marketing e>q)licitly. '!he authors devote a fully chapter to 

10 



• l'Marketinq Planning" on the rationale that "'!he need for price ani 

cost data to make adequate farm decisions urxlerscores the necessity 

for expertise in the se:c::oIrl field of farm management-that of 

marketing. ,,2 '!his statement of · the role of marketing in farm 

nanagement appears to reinforce the basic proposition of this paper. 

HCMever, their basic reason for includirq marketing may be at odds 

with ours. In the introduction to the marketing chapter they say: 

(1) "fluctuations in both comrocxlity am input prices are much larger 

than in the past," (even though same of their examples do not support 

the argum:mt); am (2) "the mnnber of pricin;J am delivery options 

available to the farm manager has increased. 11 In other words, changed 

corrli tions in the markets which fanners face produce the expediency of 

incorporating marketin;J into farm management. We cannot agree with 

• that arguIrent. '!he fact is marketin;J is part of farm nanagement, 

conceptually as well as practically; that agricultural economists have 

missed that point o.Ight not to be cause for rationalizin:J its 

• 

incorporation on grourrls of m:>re UIgent need. 

canadian Evidence in SUpport of 
This Framework 

We have irxiicated that same literature developoont, which supports 

the foregoin:J arguments, has occurred in recent years. We will 

present a few of these from the Canadian literature at this point to 

reinforce our case. '!he illustrations are irrlicative rather than 

2Michael D. Boehlje am Vernon R. Eidman, Fann Management, John 
Wiley am Sons, 1984, p. 22. 
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exhaustive, with three references on the micro side of the argtnnent 

arrl two on the macro side. 

'!he 1983 CAEFMS annual meet.iIq produced each of the micro 

examples. In a paper entitled, "Financial Management Implications of 

Using FUtures Markets, " Martin3 developed the linkage between a 

market.iIq tool-futures markets-arrl financial management. In a paper 

on the same program, carter arrl IDyns4 attempted to relate some of the 

practical aspects of futures markets available to canadian fanners to 

their fann management tasks. 'Ihese were the only papers presented in 

a session entitled "Futures Markets/Agricultural Exports. 1I In another 

session at the same meeting-"Farm Management Topicsll-Roseaasen arrl 

WardS developed same of the iInplications of tax policy arrl tax 

structure for investnv:nt, production arrl marketing decisions. 

The examples of the macro influence of marketing on fann 

management decisions arrl on production are drawn from quota am 

priclnq policies of the canadian Wheat Board (ewE). Loyns arrl carter6 

presented a detailed summary of the forms arrl effects of regulation in 

the western grain economy, includin;J identifying resource distortive 

3r.arry Martin, IIFinancial Management Implications of using 
FUtures Markets, II canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 31, 
July 1983. 

4eolin A. carter arrl R.M.A. Loyns, IlFutures Markets as a canadian 
Fann Management TooI,1I canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 
Vol. 31, July 1983. 

~.A. Roseaasen arrl B.L. Ward, "TaXation-'Ihe Invisible Harrl in 
canadian Agriculture," canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 
Vol. 31, July 1983. 

~.M.A. I.oyns arrl Colin A. carter, Grains in Western canadian 
Economic Development to 1990, Discussion Paper 272, Economic Council 
of canada . 
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• effects of am pricl.nJ arrl quota policy. A IrOre recent Task Force 

Report in Saskatchewan7 analyzed the quota system in greater detail 

arrl concluded, lI'!he grain delivery quota system established by the 

Canadian Wheat Board encourages SllllU'rerfallowl.nJ arrl cropping of 

subrrarginal larrl. ,,8 

On the pricl.nJ issue, the am announced in November of 1985 that 

due to pricing distortions resulting from the way transportation 

charges entered the pools, a new pricing policy would be introduced in 

the new crop year which would have the effect of lowering prices in 

the eastern half of the prairies relative to those in the western 

half. Many economists have recognized these llresource reallocativell 

effects of regulation for sametllne, but their significance in linking 

marketing to fann managerrent arrl production have not been explicitly 

• recognized. 

• 

A Revised Model of Fann Management 

Figure 2 presents a schematic in:lication of the points that we 

have attempted to make in this paper. We view managerrent as the 

processing of infonnation, constrained by environmental factors (and 

resources, managerial skills, etc.). Certainly, this is not the only 

m::xiel for conceptualizing fann managerrent (for example, half of the 

authors of this paper still want to pursue risk management as the 

basic IrOdel) but it achieves what was set out in our objectives. 

7J .A. B:rcMn et al., IIStrategy for the Development of Rural 
Saskatchewan,lI GoverrJIOOI'lt of Saskatchewan, Special Task Force Report, 
1985. 

8ll:>id, p. 194. 
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• As a process of assembling arxi processing infonnation (or as a 

process of risk management) fann management (as well as its study) 

consists of a set of interrelated steps or functions, none of which 

necessarily or logically has precedence over the others-it is a 

"system" in the full economic sense. Infonnation can be generated 

internally to the process (for exaIrq?le, from fann records or the 

market intelligence network) or it may be generated extemally (hot, 

dl:y weather in the u.s. Midwest, or the outbreak of hostilities in the 

Falklarrls or Middle East). Deperrling on when the infonnation becames 

available arxi how it is interpreted, the ilIlpact may be negligible, it 

may alter production decisions by itself, or it may irrluce a 

marketing, input, legal or investment response. 

Another in'portant characteristic of the lOOdel is its explicit 

• recognition of the intenieperrlence of the components. We have 

abseJ:ved for sometime that taxation considerations are in'portant 

determinants of investment arxi inp..tt behaviour-federal budgets are 

• 

premised on these relationships. But, how much effort have we put 

into urrlerstarrling (or generating useful infonnation) on the taxation 

aspects of when, how arxi to wham products are sold? Similarly, 

agricultural camrocxiities which have alternative marketing outlets 

should have different cash flow implications associated with different 

marketing strategies-as a result, cash flow plarming depends on 

marketing. Sllnilarly, but perl1aps conversely, financial carnmitrnents 

may impose particular marketing regimes on a manager in orner to 

generate cash flow, reduce risk or simply meet the requirements of a 

financier • Clearly, as the model depicts, the various functions are 
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interrelated an::1 marketing is a component of farm management. 'Ihe 

nodel also allows for the inportant situation in which prcxiuct 

marketing occurs prior to, an::1 influences, the production decision. 

'Ibis situation has to be reflected in any farm management training an::1 

extension because it is the basis of planning an::1 risk re:luction, an::1 

it is the linkage between marketing strategies an::1 prcxiuction 

planning. At the same time, we must be aware of the other risks that 

are generated when marketing strategies are used in production 

planning . 
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An Example: O1emobyl 86 

Provided by !any Martin 

scenario 

lJ:M am fallin; grain prices. 

Little prospect for turnarourrl according to all infonnation 
sources. Confinned by technical analysts. 

Grain producers in this specific example, com producers, were 
harrled significant new market infonnation am opportunities on April
when the reactor blew up at O1emabyl. 

Explain 
Detail example 
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• Conclusions and Implications 

This paper has attempted to establish the proposition that for 

IrDdem CClIllIOOrCial fams, marketi.rq is an important component of farm 

managerrent. 'Ih.is proposition has validity at the macro as well as the 

micro levels. We have also att:enpted to establish that fram the 

starrlpoint of our professional activities, this relationship has 

largely been missed or overlooked despite its importance and despite 

its conceptual existence. We have att:enpted to provide the beginnings 

of a conceptual basis for li.n1cinJ the two, and to provide examples in 

order to generate further discussion and literature development. In 

other words, the effort has been to identify the need for, and take 

the first steps toward, bridging a significant conceptual and 

infonnational gap within agricultural economics. 

• We believe this paper has a rnnnber of important ilnplications. 

• 

Certainly it ilnplies the need for a l11l.lch closer working relationship 

between fam managerrent and marketi.rq economists. We would like to 

see, for example, a joint program at the next opportunity within 

CAEFMS to pursue this area. As well, we see the need to alter same of 

what we are teaching, to integrate same of our research, and 

particularly to ilnprove what is available for extension. Basically, 

what is required is that same of what is done by marketing economists 

has to be made m::>re relevant to fam management, and farm management 

economists have to resporrl by identifying needs and assimilating what 

is available. In a related area, one of the grow'ing needs appears to 

be the legal aspects of farrrer marketirq. Same suggest this area is 

the subj ect matter of contract law and is covered wherever 
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agricultural law is taught. We doubt that proposition, but even if 

that is so, the incidence of fanner losses related to finn 

insolvencies in the past six years has irrlicated that a great deal 

oore needs to be done. OUr purpose is to put out the call for this 

kirrl of effort to be exparrled arrl systematized . 
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